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We are excited to offer the fourth volume of our Idea & Style Guide and
to have the opportunity to present ‘The Very Best of the Best’ and latest
in packaging to the floral industry. This volume highlights and presents in
detail two all-new flower and plant packaging collections.
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The Serengeti™ Collection brings with it an attention-grabbing neon-retro
version of fashion couture and décor with its iconic animal prints from
the majestic plains of Africa, as well as a contemporary luxury-inspired
range that delivers a visual upgrade to one of the most durable fashion
and décor elements of the last 60 years.
Released January 2009.
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The Dublét™ Collection contains two independent design elements that
are brought side by side to provide the ultimate in versatility and value,
offering two all-new premium decorating looks for plants and flowers
in just one package. Both designs are inspired by and honor a time in
eras past when art’s ability to symbolize renaissance was created with
the highest regard for fine, uncompromised craftsmanship and quality.
Released October 2009.
New and ‘Smart Packaging,’ these collections contain packaging components and coordinated accessories that are easy to use and plan with.
Both collections are stylishly enhancing and offer tangible value and will
contribute to the success of programs for both retailer and grower alike…
exclusively from A-ROO Company.

SE RE NG ETI™ COLLEC TION

Fashion-forward interior designers of the West introduced the Serengeti
style and culture from the wilds of Africa in the early 20th century. This
new and exciting style motif was found in many fine estates and in homes
of stature and status throughout Europe and in the New World. Many of
the furniture and interior accessories were pieces that were centered on
actual artifacts. These were unique, handmade items that represented
many facets of the African continent and culture—including the highly
valued hides of the wild and exotic animals that inhabited this wonderful
and bountiful, less traveled part of the world.
The natural and unique patterns that adorned some of these exciting
creatures of the wild became iconic design elements that were reproduced and became embedded in women’s fashion apparel. This style
projected intrigue, excitement and even edgy, primal sensuality through
the naturally bold and distinctive patterns of such wild animals as the
zebra, leopard, tiger and giraffe.
The same patterns were also reproduced and replicated as everything
from wallpaper to fabrics for interior design accessories such as window
treatments, furniture upholstery and floor coverings and were popularized as interior décor in the mid-20th century. Now affordable and seen
on a much grander scale, these patterns are being replicated in so many
materials and in so many different ways. Africa and the Serengeti is a far
off exotic and exciting land and the iconic animal print patterns remain a
fixture in Western fashion and décor, culture and style.
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During the mid-1970s, Western pop culture
reached levels of saturation after its rapturous
wave impacted and immersed America into
rock ’n’ roll music, movies and television—
each form of pop culture had its own cavalcade of lifestyle-changing, trendsetting and
politically inspired stars and icons. 1960s &
1970s peace, denim, paisley, flannel, Tiffany,
beads and tie-dye blended with polyester,
disco, platform shoes, white belts and children’s Osh-Kosh.
It all became its own norm, the status quo
and it even projected into the future as part
of ‘the establishment.’
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Then in 1977, a new wave full of black leather, neon fluorescent spray paint and amped
loud music full of angst and energy came like
a massive tsunami. New rebels making noise
and mayhem, bleach-spiked hair, clothes
ripped as if by a savage animal, black t-shirts
with glowing fluorescent designs and wild animal prints like leopard and zebra once again
found a new fashion home and a new raw way
to express. Punk and new wave had Iconic
artists of great influence like the Sex Pistols,
punk-fashion inspirer and fusionist Stephen
Sprouse and many other attitude-wielding
crusty youth shaking us out of our stupor of
rhythmic and melodic homogenized lives.

This is the wave that is the source of inspiration for Serengeti™ Collection MOD Series
from A-ROO Company. Serengeti™ Collection MOD Series captures the youthful energy

of the new wave, showing a nearly radioactive,
brilliant, eye-popping neon- fluorescent background with the heavy contrasts of the bold
and iconic patterns of wild & exotic serengeti
zebra, leopard and giraffe.

A. SERENGETI™ MOD SERIES LEOPARD DLS FLIP™
SHEET SHOWN IN ULTRA
MELON & SAFETY ORANGE
WITH PATTERN SHOWN IN
AND OUT.
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Provocatively crossover-friendly, Serengeti™
MOD Series’ bold designs and colors can
coordinate fresh flowers and potted plants
for eye-catching attention both ‘everyday’ or
seasonally. Fluorescent, Neon, bold, contemporary, cool, retro style and the natural but
color emboldened zebra, leopard and giraffe
patterns help create impactful visual displays
from both flowers and plants.
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$mart Packaging—Bold & easy-to-use. The
foundation of the Serengeti™ Collection MOD
Series is the very popular and familiar DLS
Flip™ Sheet. Simple & EZ = $mart = 2 for 1
& EZ to Use.
Serengeti™ Collection’s MOD Series is an
easy choice for the floral consumer who
discerns quality as including a handcrafted,
wrapped touch.

A. SERENGETI™ MOD
SERIES ZEBRA DLS FLIP™
SHEET SHOWN IN HOT PINK
& BLACK.

Versatility PLUS—the Serengeti™ MOD
Series DLS Flip™ Sheet gives you ‘2 for 1’
by offering two different looks with which to
decorate on each sheet. Choose from the bold
zebra, leopard or giraffe print pattern on one
side in bright fluorescent neon, paired with a
solid matching fluorescent neon color on the
other side. The bold wild animal print pattern
can be used either as the primary exposed

decorator or it can be flipped over and then
used as a wildly edgy ripping accent… both
ways sizzle and bring energy to your flower
arrangement, flower bouquets and potted
plants. This enables a longer use cycle, keeping investment in costs associated with existing inventories low and maintains freshness
in those inventories with multiple new looks
from one sheet, extending programs and
optimizing planning times = $

A. SERENGETI™ MOD
SERIES GIRAFFE DLS FLIP™
SHEET SHOWN IN NEON
APPLE & VOLT WITH LIME
GREEN PETAL POUCH™
HANDLE SLEEVE.
B. SERENGETI™ MOD SERIES ZEBRA SLEEVE SHOWN
IN ELECTRIC PURPLE WITH
HOT PINK ROOGANZA.™
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A wild ride from the past to the future… It’s all about standing
out, demanding attention and doing so with the most colorful attitude possible. Our new Serengeti™ Collection’s MOD Series—
inspired by bold new wave-style fluorescent colors, graffiti art
and the wild animal prints that were used in fashion couture in
the late 70s, sending that brash, youthful spirit into the 80s and
our mainstream culture.
More wrinkle resistant than other substrate choices by design—
the Serengeti™ DLS Flip™ Sheet. They have a unique denier,
silky feel and look that comes from a combination of the special
substrate and ink technology. These characteristics mean there
is less need to use labor for ‘reviving’ tightly compacted fresh
flower bouquets that are being readied for display after arrival,
or for re-packaging costs = $
+
Our DLS Sheet ink technology is known throughout the industry
as being the best colorfast combination of materials available
anywhere, yet once these decorative sheets leave our facility
we no longer control the chemistry or conditions with which
these DLS Sheets might come in contact and therefore always
recommend protecting valued surfaces and furnishings from
contact with our DLS Sheets. We do not warrant or guarantee
colorfastness due to circumstances that are beyond our control.
Inquire at any of A-ROO Company’s 4 service center locations
or simply e-mail us a request at packaging@a-roo.com for more
information, which can also be found in our Terms & Conditions
for Sale.
Serengeti™ Collection’s sleeves were designed to coordinate
and complement the collection’s DLS Flip™ Sheets. Bringing
the nearly radioactive neon-fluorescent colors and the collection’s iconic wild animal print to a cooordinating sleeve literally
makes for a ‘complete package.’ The complementary Serengeti™ Collection brilliant, neon color on the outer layer of the floral
gift package brings more value to the visual zone or ‘buy zone’
that consumers rely on for the sensory pleasure that creates an
instant decision to BUY.

15, 20, 24 & 30 inch

13 x 17 x 4

COM PON E NTS

The Serengeti™ Collection MOD Series ‘solid’ DLS Flip™
Sheets come in 4 sizes, 3 of them available with a center diecut to decorate your bouquet. The Serengeti™ Collection MOD
Series ‘clear’ sleeves are available with a standard top. These
components are available in 5 nearly radioactive color schemes.

17 x 17 x 4.5

On the following pages are swatches for each one as well as
product codes for every item in the Serengeti™ Collection MOD
Series. Be sure to see the new Serengeti™ Collection LUX Series for a bold look that complements the MOD Series.
20 x 18 x 5.5
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WA R N I N G

This series is printed with fluorescent inks that can not be replicated in this book. The swatches shown in this publication are intended to be used as a guide. Accuracy cannot be guaranteed due
to normal printing limitations and variables in printing technique
(4-color offset v. spot color rotogravure). Please consult an official
PANTONE® swatchbook for exact, accurate color representation.
AC T U A L C O L O R S A M P L E ▼

15 x 15
15 x 15
20 x 20
20 x 20
24 x 24
24 x 24
30 x 30

DLS FLIP™ SHEET
DLS WITH DIE-CUT
DLS FLIP™ SHEET
DLS WITH DIE-CUT
DLS FLIP™ SHEET
DLS WITH DIE-CUT
DLS FLIP™ SHEET

13 x 17 x 4 ‘CLEAR’ SLEEVE
17 x 17 x 4.5 ‘CLEAR’ SLEEVE
20 x 18 x 5.5 ‘CLEAR’ SLEEVE

DLS–P–15–SERENGETIMOD–GIRAFFE
DLS–P–15–SERENGETIMOD–GIRAFFE–X
DLS–P–20–SERENGETIMOD–GIRAFFE
DLS–P–20–SERENGETIMOD–GIRAFFE–X
DLS–P–24–SERENGETIMOD–GIRAFFE
DLS–P–24–SERENGETIMOD–GIRAFFE–X
DLS–P–30–SERENGETIMOD–GIRAFFE
SERENGETI–MD–GIRAFFE–GREEN
SERENGETI–LG–GIRAFFE–GREEN
SERENGETI–20–GIRAFFE–GREEN

◀ ‘CLEAR’ SLEEVE
PANTONE®

802

◀ DLS FLIP™ SHEET

PANTONE®

809

PANTONE®

809

PANTONE®

802
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WA R N I N G

This series is printed with fluorescent inks that can not be replicated in this book. The swatches shown in this publication are intended to be used as a guide. Accuracy cannot be guaranteed due
to normal printing limitations and variables in printing technique
(4-color offset v. spot color rotogravure). Please consult an official
PANTONE® swatchbook for exact, accurate color representation.
AC T U A L C O L O R S A M P L E ▼

15 x 15
15 x 15
20 x 20
20 x 20
24 x 24
24 x 24
30 x 30

DLS FLIP™ SHEET
DLS WITH DIE-CUT
DLS FLIP™ SHEET
DLS WITH DIE-CUT
DLS FLIP™ SHEET
DLS WITH DIE-CUT
DLS FLIP™ SHEET

DLS–P–15–SERENGETIMOD–LEOPARD
DLS–P–15–SERENGETIMOD–LEOPARD–X
DLS–P–20–SERENGETIMOD–LEOPARD
DLS–P–20–SERENGETIMOD–LEOPARD–X
DLS–P–24–SERENGETIMOD–LEOPARD
DLS–P–24–SERENGETIMOD–LEOPARD–X
DLS–P–30–SERENGETIMOD–LEOPARD

◀ DLS FLIP™ SHEET

PANTONE®

810

PANTONE®

810
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PANTONE®

811

PANTONE®

Black

WA R N I N G

This series is printed with fluorescent inks that can not be replicated in this book. The swatches shown in this publication are intended to be used as a guide. Accuracy cannot be guaranteed due
to normal printing limitations and variables in printing technique
(4-color offset v. spot color rotogravure). Please consult an official
PANTONE® swatchbook for exact, accurate color representation.
AC T U A L C O L O R S A M P L E ▼

15 x 15
15 x 15
20 x 20
20 x 20
24 x 24
24 x 24
30 x 30

DLS FLIP™ SHEET
DLS WITH DIE-CUT
DLS FLIP™ SHEET
DLS WITH DIE-CUT
DLS FLIP™ SHEET
DLS WITH DIE-CUT
DLS FLIP™ SHEET

DLS–P–15–SERENGETIMOD–ZEBRA
DLS–P–15–SERENGETIMOD–ZEBRA–X
DLS–P–20–SERENGETIMOD–ZEBRA
DLS–P–20–SERENGETIMOD–ZEBRA–X
DLS–P–24–SERENGETIMOD–ZEBRA
DLS–P–24–SERENGETIMOD–ZEBRA–X
DLS–P–30–SERENGETIMOD–ZEBRA

13 x 17 x 4 ‘CLEAR’ SLEEVE
17 x 17 x 4.5 ‘CLEAR’ SLEEVE
20 x 18 x 5.5 ‘CLEAR’ SLEEVE

SERENGETI–MD–ZEBRA–ORANGE
SERENGETI–LG–ZEBRA–ORANGE
SERENGETI–20–ZEBRA–ORANGE

13 x 17 x 4 ‘CLEAR’ SLEEVE
17 x 17 x 4.5 ‘CLEAR’ SLEEVE
20 x 18 x 5.5 ‘CLEAR’ SLEEVE

SERENGETI–MD–ZEBRA–PURPLE
SERENGETI–LG–ZEBRA–PURPLE
SERENGETI–20–ZEBRA–PURPLE

◀ ‘CLEAR’ SLEEVES
PANTONE®

814

PANTONE®

811

◀ DLS FLIP™ SHEET

PANTONE®

806

PANTONE®

806

PANTONE®

Black
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What could be better? The luxury that nature
has provided us in the distinctive fur patterns
of Africa’s Serengeti inhabitants, combined
with the richness of gilded-style, matte-finish
metallic tones, equals an amazing wrap for
another of nature’s gifts—your plants and
flowers. This is a prime example of our passion for bringing the industry ‘The Very Best
of the Best,’ in high-grade floral packaging
and accessories.
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We have created special inks and combined
them with a high-tech, space-age substrate
whose denier and colorfastness is well
recognized for its superiority. Over a decade
ago, Brushed Impressions™ was the first of
this special genre of muted metallic ‘luxury’
printing; now advancing this expertise is the
Serengeti™ Collection LUX Series.

B E AU T Y S U R R O U N D E D BY T H E B E A S T

As an accent or an upscale separate, the
collection’s LUX Series sleeve uses mattefinished metallic inks on an ultra high shine
clear film. The contrast of a beautiful flowering plant, a green non-flowering variety or a

wonderful fresh flower bouquet surrounded
by the richness of the LUX Series’ soft metal
affixed on the package’s brilliant clear shine
exudes high value and will be coveted by both
those with traditional home and office décor
and those that prefer contemporary styling at
home or at work.

A. SERENGETI™ LUX SERIES
LEOPARD SHEET SHOWN IN
GOLD & PEWTER WITH SILVER
& BLACK ZEBRA DLS FLIP™
SHEET.
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SE RE NG ETI™ COLLEC TION LUX SE RIES=
E A S Y A D D E D VA L U E — Great

value comes
from layering these packaging components
on a beautiful bouquet by adding the LUX
Series sleeve as the outer sleeve package with
the interior lavished with either a reciprocal
or different LUX Series DLS Flip™ Sheet.
This combination truly delivers a luxurious
upgraded look and adds tangible value.
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Potted plants gain value measurably with the
addition of the Serengeti™ Collection LUX
Series sleeve. It provides an outer ‘retailready’ package when using the LUX Series
DLS Flip™ Sheet to decorate the plant’s pot
area and the zone above it. Combining LUX
Series sleeves and DLS Flip™ Sheets on potted plants adds up to creating a truly complete, finished and professional ‘retail-ready’
package that is more than suitable for gifting
and has that ‘Buy Me’ look.

A. SERENGETI™ LUX SERIES
ZEBRA DLS FLIP™ SHEET
SHOWN IN SILVER & BLACK
WITH PATTERN SHOWN IN
AND OUT.

E XO T I C & R O M A N T I C —The combination
of delicious precious metal and some of
our planet’s most spectacular wild and rare
inhabitant’s iconic markings adorning flowers
or plants promise to bring a truly memorable
feeling to any special or romantic gift giving
occasion. Serengeti™ Collection LUX Series
has an exciting, exotic and powerfully romantic personality and presentation. Subtle and
elegant—provocative and wild.

The Serengeti™ Collection LUX Series possesses many of the great features of the
collection’s MOD Series, such as:

$mart Packaging. Simple & EZ = $mart = 2
for 1 & EZ to Use. Elegant & easy-to-use.
Versatility PLUS—the Serengeti™ LUX Series
DLS Flip™ Sheet gives you 2 for 1 by offering
two different looks with which to decorate.
Choose from the distinctive zebra, luxurious
leopard or the familiar giraffe print with a coordinating muted metallic color on the other
side. They can be used either as the primary
exposed decorator or flipped over and then
used as a tantalizing accent… this enables
a longer use cycle and keeps investment in
costs associated with existing inventories low
and maintains freshness in those inventories
with new looks from one sheet, extending
programs and optimizing planning times = $

A. SERENGETI™ LUX SERIES
GIRAFFE DLS FLIP™ SHEET
SHOWN IN BRONZE & CREAM
WITH SILVER ZEBRA SLEEVE.
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Metallic images of the new Serengeti™ Collection LUX Series
wrap your plants and flowers in total luxury. Metal’s luster brings
a touch of elegance and luxury to these iconic animal prints that
are timeless and are a hit in today’s home décor fashion trends.
DLS Flip™ Sheet feature allows for one sheet to offer two distinct decorating options. Available in three distinct animal prints
in both DLS Flip™ Sheets and Sleeves.
Wrinkle resistant—with a bouquet maker or plant decoratorfriendly denier, it also allows for an easier and faster ‘retailready’ presentation and little or no need for re-packaging when
removing bouquets and plants upon arriving at store level = $
Our DLS Sheet ink technology is known throughout the industry
as being the best colorfast combination of materials available
anywhere, yet once these decorative sheets leave our facility
we no longer control the chemistry or conditions with which
these DLS Sheets might come in contact and therefore always
recommend protecting valued surfaces and furnishings from
contact with our DLS Sheets. We do not warrant or guarantee
colorfastness due to circumstances that are beyond our control.
Inquire at any of A-ROO Company’s 4 service center locations
or simply e-mail us a request at packaging@a-roo.com for more
information, which can also be found in our Terms & Conditions
for Sale.

15, 20, 24 & 30 inch

COM PON E NTS

The Serengeti™ Collection LUX Series ‘solid’ DLS Flip™ Sheets
come in 4 sizes, 3 of them available with a center die-cut to
decorate your bouquet. The Serengeti™ Collection LUX Series
‘clear’ sleeves are available with a standard top. These components are available in 3 distinctive color combinations.
13 x 17 x 4

On the following pages are swatches for each one as well as
product codes for every item in the Serengeti™ Collection MOD
Series. Be sure to see the new Serengeti™ Collection MOD
Series for a bold look that complements the LUX Series.

17 x 17 x 4.5

20 x 18 x 5.5
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WA R N I N G

This series is printed with metallic inks that can not be replicated
in this book. The swatches shown in this publication are intended
to be used as a guide. Accuracy cannot be guaranteed due to
normal printing limitations and variables in printing technique
(4-color offset v. spot color rotogravure). Please consult an official
PANTONE® swatchbook for exact, accurate color representation.

15 x 15
15 x 15
20 x 20
20 x 20
24 x 24
24 x 24
30 x 30

DLS FLIP™ SHEET
DLS WITH DIE-CUT
DLS FLIP™ SHEET
DLS WITH DIE-CUT
DLS FLIP™ SHEET
DLS WITH DIE-CUT
DLS FLIP™ SHEET

13 x 17 x 4 ‘CLEAR’ SLEEVE
17 x 17 x 4.5 ‘CLEAR’ SLEEVE
20 x 18 x 5.5 ‘CLEAR’ SLEEVE

DLS–P–15–SERENGETILUX–GIRAFFE
DLS–P–15–SERENGETILUX–GIRAFFE–X
DLS–P–20–SERENGETILUX–GIRAFFE
DLS–P–20–SERENGETILUX–GIRAFFE–X
DLS–P–24–SERENGETILUX–GIRAFFE
DLS–P–24–SERENGETILUX–GIRAFFE–X
DLS–P–30–SERENGETILUX–GIRAFFE
SERENGETI–MD–GIRAFFE–BROWN
SERENGETI–LG–GIRAFFE–BROWN
SERENGETI–20–GIRAFFE–BROWN

◀ ‘CLEAR’ SLEEVE
PANTONE®

876

◀ DLS FLIP™ SHEET

PANTONE®

876

PANTONE®

7508

PANTONE®

876
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WA R N I N G

This series is printed with metallic inks that can not be replicated
in this book. The swatches shown in this publication are intended
to be used as a guide. Accuracy cannot be guaranteed due to
normal printing limitations and variables in printing technique
(4-color offset v. spot color rotogravure). Please consult an official
PANTONE® swatchbook for exact, accurate color representation.

15 x 15
15 x 15
20 x 20
20 x 20
24 x 24
24 x 24
30 x 30

DLS FLIP™ SHEET
DLS WITH DIE-CUT
DLS FLIP™ SHEET
DLS WITH DIE-CUT
DLS FLIP™ SHEET
DLS WITH DIE-CUT
DLS FLIP™ SHEET

13 x 17 x 4 ‘CLEAR’ SLEEVE
17 x 17 x 4.5 ‘CLEAR’ SLEEVE
20 x 18 x 5.5 ‘CLEAR’ SLEEVE

DLS–P–15–SERENGETILUX–LEOPARD
DLS–P–15–SERENGETILUX–LEOPARD–X
DLS–P–20–SERENGETILUX–LEOPARD
DLS–P–20–SERENGETILUX–LEOPARD–X
DLS–P–24–SERENGETILUX–LEOPARD
DLS–P–24–SERENGETILUX–LEOPARD–X
DLS–P–30–SERENGETILUX–LEOPARD
SERENGETI–MD–LEOPARD
SERENGETI–LG–LEOPARD
SERENGETI–20–LEOPARD

◀ ‘CLEAR’ SLEEVE
PANTONE®

874

PANTONE®

871

◀ DLS FLIP™ SHEET

PANTONE®

871

PANTONE®

874

16

PANTONE®

871

PANTONE®

8003

WA R N I N G

This series is printed with metallic inks that can not be replicated
in this book. The swatches shown in this publication are intended
to be used as a guide. Accuracy cannot be guaranteed due to
normal printing limitations and variables in printing technique
(4-color offset v. spot color rotogravure). Please consult an official
PANTONE® swatchbook for exact, accurate color representation.

15 x 15
15 x 15
20 x 20
20 x 20
24 x 24
24 x 24
30 x 30

DLS FLIP™ SHEET
DLS WITH DIE-CUT
DLS FLIP™ SHEET
DLS WITH DIE-CUT
DLS FLIP™ SHEET
DLS WITH DIE-CUT
DLS FLIP™ SHEET

13 x 17 x 4 ‘CLEAR’ SLEEVE
17 x 17 x 4.5 ‘CLEAR’ SLEEVE
20 x 18 x 5.5 ‘CLEAR’ SLEEVE

DLS–P–15–SERENGETILUX–ZEBRA
DLS–P–15–SERENGETILUX–ZEBRA –X
DLS–P–20–SERENGETILUX–ZEBRA
DLS–P–20–SERENGETILUX–ZEBRA –X
DLS–P–24–SERENGETILUX–ZEBRA
DLS–P–24–SERENGETILUX–ZEBRA –X
DLS–P–30–SERENGETILUX–ZEBRA
SERENGETI–MD–ZEBRA–SILVER
SERENGETI–LG–ZEBRA–SILVER
SERENGETI–20–ZEBRA–SILVER

◀ ‘CLEAR’ SLEEVE
PANTONE®

877

◀ DLS FLIP™ SHEET

PANTONE®

877

PANTONE®

877

PANTONE®

Black
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A-ROO Company is committed to bringing the
floral industry and our customers ‘The Very
Best of the Best’ in floral packaging and accessories that enhance and bring out the very
best in your plants and flowers by creating
extra value for the product and now—extra
value for you.
Our best value-driven decorative floral packaging collection ever brings an all-new fresh
look x 2.
All of us are affected by the state of the
economy as we go about our business and
personal lives. At times it feels as if we can’t
escape the news whether it be good or bad.
We might feel the flower and plant business is
far removed from the rest of the world, but as
we go about our day growing plants, managing flowers and worrying about the timing of
the new promotional ad in the state’s biggest
newspaper, we need to have solutions that
will help our businesses maintain growth into
the future and beyond.
Inspiration for the two new A-ROO Company designs that are the Dublét™ Collection emerged from two different design

18

elements—the first to come forth operated
under the name ‘Fez’ until recently when
it was strategically merged with our other
Dublét™ Collection design, which was named
‘Letter-Perfect.’
The ‘Fez’ depicts a timeworn geometric pattern that includes one of the most venerable
symbols of decorative design: the iconic
fleur-de-lis. This design element may have
originated during the time of Frankish Kings
in the 12th Century in Burgundy, France and
was often used in wall murals during that
time period.
As one of the two decorative options available in the Dublét™ Collection, the pleasingly rhythmic element of letters becoming a
pattern and an expressive, artistic wrapping
for flowers and plants in a modern hip fashion
motif is the ‘Letter-Perfect’ appeal. Trimmed
with the light, vibrant ‘Fez’ pattern, the lovely
letters are accented as the interior of a fresh
flower bouquet insert wrap. For potted plants,
these letters also create a halo of light affect
near the top of the pot, framing it with edgy
and dramatic flair.

The fleur-de-lis has emblematically symbolized decorative art throughout time and has
appeared on countless European coats of
arms and flags over the centuries. It is particularly associated with the French monarchy
and remains an enduring symbol of France.
Fleurs-de-lis also appear in the heraldry
and arms for the King of Spain and are also
embedded in the emblem of the Chevy Corvette. Additionally, the fleur-de-lis is deeply
entrenched in fashion, the decorative arts and
architecturally as adornments on the top of
fence posts or in the point of a roof gable. It
has been used as an ornamental decorative
flourish in the form of a finial and has been
seen as a motif in tiled patterns on walls and
floors for centuries.

Dublét™ Collection brings this popular decorative effect together with the edgy ‘LetterPerfect’ accenting in a deeper tone, bringing
a rich, vintage charm to a thoughtful fresh
flower bouquet or arrangement. Pairing the
outer sleeve in the Dublét™ Collection to the
Dublét™ Collection DLS wrapped bouquet
creates a royal flower statement.

A. DUBLÉT™ COLLECTION DLS
FLIP™ SHEET FEATURING ‘FEZ’
SIDE SHOWN IN VALENCIA.

Dublét™ Collection creates an artistic contrast to a bountiful flowering plant or virtually
any beautiful green foliage plant—the initial
color palette has lively hues that will be easy
and fun to match with your plants to increase
their curb-appeal.
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A- ROO CO M PAN Y ’ S ‘ LE T TE R - P E R FEC T ’ H ITS FO R TH E CYCLE !

• Singles as a decorative, easy-to-use bouquet insert sheet.
• Doubles as a wonderful upgrade for potted plants.
• Triples as two hip, new, distinct design elements for flexibility
in enhancing floral gifts.
• Knocks it out of the park as a value-driven versatile floral
packaging performer…
This was inspired in part by highly skilled engravers’ hand work in
meticulously and flawlessly creating letterpress punches that were
used to print early advertising and communication media, such as
books, newspapers and invitations. A true craft, and as an art form,
letterpress engraving itself displays perhaps one of man’s brightest
cognitive achievements and highest levels of hand craftsmanship in
recorded history.
A Look of fine heritage and craft are found in ‘Letter-Perfect,’ the
Dublét™ Collection’s alternative primary decorative style. ‘LetterPerfect’ is one of two new choices contained within the Dublét™
Collection that create extra value for your flowers and plants. This
collection has ‘The Very Best of the Best’ in versatility and will
provide extra value for you by giving you two new distinct looks—
all in one DLS Flip™ Sheet.
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A. DUBLÉT™ COLLECTION
DLS FLIP™ SHEET FEATURING
‘LETTER-PERFECT’ SIDE WITH
COORDINATING SLEEVE SHOWN
IN ROYALE.
C. DUBLÉT™ COLLECTION DLS
FLIP™ SHEET FEATURING ‘FEZ’
SIDE WITH COORDINATING
SLEEVE SHOWN IN ROYALE.
E. DUBLÉT™ COLLECTION COORDINATING SLEEVE SHOWN
IN ROYALE.

B. DUBLÉT™ COLLECTION
DLS FLIP™ SHEET IN ROYALE
WITH EACH SIDE SHOWN AS
FEATURE AND ACCENT.
D. DUBLÉT™ COLLECTION DLS
FLIP™ SHEET FEATURING ‘FEZ’
SIDE SHOWN IN ROYALE.
F. DUBLÉT™ COLLECTION
DLS FLIP™ SHEET FEATURING ‘LETTER-PERFECT’ SIDE
SHOWN IN ROYALE.

Using a sleeve not only protects the plant during transport from grower to market, but adds
a consumer-friendly, tailored and professional
appearance. A package is created that allows
not only a means for picking out and picking
up a plant, but decorates and enhances the
natural beauty of the plant itself and again
protects it from the store to the consumer’s
home or office.
Dublét™ Collection sleeves will appeal to
both those with traditional home and office
décor and to those that prefer contemporary
styling at home or at work. ‘Fez’ and its fleurde-lis bring a regal appearance and artistic
flair to the floral gift.
Dublét™ Collection sleeves were designed to
coordinate and complement the collection’s
DLS Flip™ Sheets. Dublét™ Collection DLS
Flip™ Sheets = Easy Added Value x 2.
Dublét™ Collection is $mart Packaging.
Dublét™ Collection is simple & EZ = $mart =
EZ to Use x 2.

Extra Value and getting double the decorative
options for you and your plants and flowers
comes from upgrading them in either of the
Dublét™ Collection’s distinctly different yet
complimentary DLS Flip™ Sheets. Dublét™
Collection gives you “the Very Best of the
Best,” in versatility driven value in Floral
Packaging anywhere.

A. DUBLÉT™ COLLECTION DLS
FLIP™ SHEET FEATURING ‘FEZ’
SIDE SHOWN IN HOLLYWOOD.

Versatility PLUS—the Dublét™ Collection
DLS Flip™ Sheet gives you 2 for 1 by offering
two different, flexible and distinctive looks
with which to decorate. From the distinctive
‘Letter-Perfect,’ with its deep color tones on
one side to the ‘Fez’ side, with a lovely aged
and timeworn mosaic of tiled fleurs-de-lis and
rustic accenting, this style choice has great
charm. Either side can be used as the primary
exposed decorator or can be flipped over and
then used as a tantalizing accent… enabling
a longer use cycle and keeping investment in
costs associated with existing inventories low
and maintaining freshness in those inventories with new looks from one sheet, extending
programs and optimizing planning times = $
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Dublét™ Collection makes flowers and plants beautiful & the
packaging of flowers and plants easy. For fresh flowers… great
value comes from layering these packaging components on a
beautiful bouquet by adding the Dublét™ Collection sleeve as
the outer package with the interior lavished in either a monochromatic or complementary Dublét™ Collection DLS Flip™
Sheet. This combination truly delivers an upgraded look with
tangible value.
Dublét™ Collection sleeves = easy added value. For potted
plants... the beautiful orchid or azalea, for example, gain measurably in value by the addition of a Dublét™ Collection sleeve.
A coordinated outer ‘retail-ready’ package is provided when
using the Dublét™ Collection DLS Flip™ Sheet to decorate the
plant’s pot area and the zone above the top of the pot. Combining Dublét™ Collection sleeves with either the decorative look
of ‘Fez’ or the ‘Letter-Perfect’ side of the collection’s DLS Flip™
Sheets on potted plants adds up to a completely finished and
professional ‘retail-ready’ package that is more than suitable for
gifting and has that “Buy Me” look.
Wrinkle resistant—with a bouquet maker or plant decoratorfriendly denier, it also allows for an easier and faster ‘retailready’ presentation and little or no need for re-packaging when
removing bouquets and plants upon arriving at store level = $
Our DLS Sheet ink technology is known throughout the industry
as being the best colorfast combination of materials available
anywhere, yet once these decorative sheets leave our facility
we no longer control the chemistry or conditions with which
these DLS Sheets might come in contact and therefore always
recommend protecting valued surfaces and furnishings from
contact with our DLS Sheets. We do not warrant or guarantee
colorfastness due to circumstances that are beyond our control.
Inquire at any of A-ROO Company’s 4 service center locations
or simply e-mail us a request at packaging@a-roo.com for more
information, which can also be found in our Terms & Conditions
for Sale.

15, 20, 24 & 30 inch

13 x 17 x 4

COM PON E NTS

The Dublét™ Collection’s ‘solid’ DLS Flip™ Sheets come in 4
sizes, 3 of them available with a center die-cut to decorate your
bouquet. The Dublét™ Collection’s ‘clear’ sleeves are available with a standard top. These components are available in 5
distinctive color combinations.

17 x 17 x 4.5

On the following pages are swatches for each one as well as
product codes for every item in the Dublét™ Collection.

20 x 18 x 5.5
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15 x 15
15 x 15
20 x 20
20 x 20
24 x 24
24 x 24
30 x 30

WA R N I N G

The swatches shown in this publication are intended to be used
as a guide. Accuracy cannot be guaranteed due to normal printing
limitations and variables in printing technique (4-color offset v.
spot color rotogravure). Please consult an official PANTONE®
swatchbook for exact, accurate color representation.

DLS FLIP™ SHEET
DLS WITH DIE-CUT
DLS FLIP™ SHEET
DLS WITH DIE-CUT
DLS FLIP™ SHEET
DLS WITH DIE-CUT
DLS FLIP™ SHEET

13 x 17 x 4 ‘CLEAR’ SLEEVE
17 x 17 x 4.5 ‘CLEAR’ SLEEVE
20 x 18 x 5.5 ‘CLEAR’ SLEEVE

DLS–P–15–DUBLÉT–CHARTREUSE
DLS–P–15–DUBLÉT–CHARTREUSE–X
DLS–P–20–DUBLÉT–CHARTREUSE
DLS–P–20–DUBLÉT–CHARTREUSE–X
DLS–P–24–DUBLÉT–CHARTREUSE
DLS–P–24–DUBLÉT–CHARTREUSE–X
DLS–P–30–DUBLÉT–CHARTREUSE
DUBLÉT–MD–CHARTREUSE
DUBLÉT–LG–CHARTREUSE
DUBLÉT–20–CHARTREUSE

◀ ‘CLEAR’ SLEEVE

PANTONE®

584

◀ DLS FLIP™ SHEET

PANTONE®

581

PANTONE®

392

PANTONE®

398

PANTONE®

397

PANTONE®

396

PANTONE®

587
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15 x 15
15 x 15
20 x 20
20 x 20
24 x 24
24 x 24
30 x 30

WA R N I N G

The swatches shown in this publication are intended to be used
as a guide. Accuracy cannot be guaranteed due to normal printing
limitations and variables in printing technique (4-color offset v.
spot color rotogravure). Please consult an official PANTONE®
swatchbook for exact, accurate color representation.

DLS FLIP™ SHEET
DLS WITH DIE-CUT
DLS FLIP™ SHEET
DLS WITH DIE-CUT
DLS FLIP™ SHEET
DLS WITH DIE-CUT
DLS FLIP™ SHEET

13 x 17 x 4 ‘CLEAR’ SLEEVE
17 x 17 x 4.5 ‘CLEAR’ SLEEVE
20 x 18 x 5.5 ‘CLEAR’ SLEEVE

DLS–P–15–DUBLÉT–HOLLYWOOD
DLS–P–15–DUBLÉT–HOLLYWOOD–X
DLS–P–20–DUBLÉT–HOLLYWOOD
DLS–P–20–DUBLÉT–HOLLYWOOD–X
DLS–P–24–DUBLÉT–HOLLYWOOD
DLS–P–24–DUBLÉT–HOLLYWOOD–X
DLS–P–30–DUBLÉT–HOLLYWOOD
DUBLÉT–MD–HOLLYWOOD
DUBLÉT–LG–HOLLYWOOD
DUBLÉT–20–HOLLYWOOD

◀ ‘CLEAR’ SLEEVE

PANTONE®

2365

◀ DLS FLIP™ SHEET

PANTONE®

Rhodamine Red

PANTONE®

229

24

PANTONE®

228

PANTONE®

227

PANTONE®

226

PANTONE®

Rhodamine Red

PANTONE®

2365

15 x 15
15 x 15
20 x 20
20 x 20
24 x 24
24 x 24
30 x 30

WA R N I N G

The swatches shown in this publication are intended to be used
as a guide. Accuracy cannot be guaranteed due to normal printing
limitations and variables in printing technique (4-color offset v.
spot color rotogravure). Please consult an official PANTONE®
swatchbook for exact, accurate color representation.

DLS FLIP™ SHEET
DLS WITH DIE-CUT
DLS FLIP™ SHEET
DLS WITH DIE-CUT
DLS FLIP™ SHEET
DLS WITH DIE-CUT
DLS FLIP™ SHEET

13 x 17 x 4 ‘CLEAR’ SLEEVE
17 x 17 x 4.5 ‘CLEAR’ SLEEVE
20 x 18 x 5.5 ‘CLEAR’ SLEEVE

DLS–P–15–DUBLÉT–ROYALE
DLS–P–15–DUBLÉT–ROYALE–X
DLS–P–20–DUBLÉT–ROYALE
DLS–P–20–DUBLÉT–ROYALE–X
DLS–P–24–DUBLÉT–ROYALE
DLS–P–24–DUBLÉT–ROYALE–X
DLS–P–30–DUBLÉT–ROYALE
DUBLÉT–MD–ROYALE
DUBLÉT–LG–ROYALE
DUBLÉT–20–ROYALE

◀ ‘CLEAR’ SLEEVE

PANTONE®

2635

◀ DLS FLIP™ SHEET

PANTONE®

2627

PANTONE®

2597

PANTONE®

266

PANTONE®

2665

PANTONE®

2655

PANTONE®

2635

25

15 x 15
15 x 15
20 x 20
20 x 20
24 x 24
24 x 24
30 x 30

WA R N I N G

The swatches shown in this publication are intended to be used
as a guide. Accuracy cannot be guaranteed due to normal printing
limitations and variables in printing technique (4-color offset v.
spot color rotogravure). Please consult an official PANTONE®
swatchbook for exact, accurate color representation.

DLS FLIP™ SHEET
DLS WITH DIE-CUT
DLS FLIP™ SHEET
DLS WITH DIE-CUT
DLS FLIP™ SHEET
DLS WITH DIE-CUT
DLS FLIP™ SHEET

13 x 17 x 4 ‘CLEAR’ SLEEVE
17 x 17 x 4.5 ‘CLEAR’ SLEEVE
20 x 18 x 5.5 ‘CLEAR’ SLEEVE

DLS–P–15–DUBLÉT–SCHOOLBUS
DLS–P–15–DUBLÉT–SCHOOLBUS–X
DLS–P–20–DUBLÉT–SCHOOLBUS
DLS–P–20–DUBLÉT–SCHOOLBUS–X
DLS–P–24–DUBLÉT–SCHOOLBUS
DLS–P–24–DUBLÉT–SCHOOLBUS–X
DLS–P–30–DUBLÉT–SCHOOLBUS
DUBLÉT–MD–SCHOOLBUS
DUBLÉT–LG–SCHOOLBUS
DUBLÉT–20–SCHOOLBUS

◀ ‘CLEAR’ SLEEVE

PANTONE®

100

◀ DLS FLIP™ SHEET

PANTONE®

123

PANTONE®

133
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PANTONE®

132

PANTONE®

131

PANTONE®

130

PANTONE®

123

PANTONE®

100

15 x 15
15 x 15
20 x 20
20 x 20
24 x 24
24 x 24
30 x 30

WA R N I N G

The swatches shown in this publication are intended to be used
as a guide. Accuracy cannot be guaranteed due to normal printing
limitations and variables in printing technique (4-color offset v.
spot color rotogravure). Please consult an official PANTONE®
swatchbook for exact, accurate color representation.

DLS FLIP™ SHEET
DLS WITH DIE-CUT
DLS FLIP™ SHEET
DLS WITH DIE-CUT
DLS FLIP™ SHEET
DLS WITH DIE-CUT
DLS FLIP™ SHEET

13 x 17 x 4 ‘CLEAR’ SLEEVE
17 x 17 x 4.5 ‘CLEAR’ SLEEVE
20 x 18 x 5.5 ‘CLEAR’ SLEEVE

DLS–P–15–DUBLÉT–VALENCIA
DLS–P–15–DUBLÉT–VALENCIA–X
DLS–P–20–DUBLÉT–VALENCIA
DLS–P–20–DUBLÉT–VALENCIA–X
DLS–P–24–DUBLÉT–VALENCIA
DLS–P–24–DUBLÉT–VALENCIA–X
DLS–P–30–DUBLÉT–VALENCIA
DUBLÉT–MD–VALENCIA
DUBLÉT–LG–VALENCIA
DUBLÉT–20–VALENCIA

◀ ‘CLEAR’ SLEEVE

PANTONE®

148

◀ DLS FLIP™ SHEET

PANTONE®

1545

PANTONE®

1535

PANTONE®

1525

PANTONE®

Orange 021

PANTONE®

151

PANTONE®

148
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